
Agenda Item Details

Meeting Aug 08, 2023 - Bryan City Council Second Regular Meeting

Category 4. Consent (Automatic Approval) Agenda - This agenda consists of ministerial or “housekeeping”
items required by law such as routine bids, contracts, purchases, and resolutions. Items may be
removed from the consent agenda for separate consideration at the request of two
Councilmembers.

Subject C. Approve the purchase of a fire support services vehicle through Metro Fire Apparatus in an
amount not to exceed $102,552

Type Action (Consent)

Preferred Date Aug 08, 2023

Absolute Date Aug 08, 2023

Fiscal Impact Yes

Dollar Amount 27,573.00

Budgeted Yes

Budget Source General Fund - Fire Department Budget

Goals Public Safety

Summary: 
The Bryan Fire Department (BFD) respectfully requests City Council approval to allow the purchase of a pickup truck for
support services including the Training Division, Rescue response, and Wildland response with a purchase price of $102,552
through Metro Fire Apparatus.

In January 2022, BFD applied for a Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) grant of $100,000 ($90,000 after a 10%
match) to use for rescue equipment, specifically a rescue trailer and pickup. In February 2023, BFD was awarded the federal
grant.

At the time of applying for the grant, $100,000 was sufficient to purchase the needed equipment. However, as with many
products and especially vehicles, the cost of the pickup and trailer combination has risen over the past 18 months resulting in
$100,000 being under the needed amount. After the purchase of the trailer ($15,021), $74,979 remains in grant funds,
leaving the total cost to COB at $27,573 for the truck ($102,552) and trailer; that is, the total package is $117,573.

Staff Analysis and Recommendation: 
By purchasing this vehicle, public safety will be enhanced by providing addition capabilities to Rescue, Wildland, and Training.

If approved, this purchase results in the expenditure of public funds. However, if the vehicle is not purchased, older unreliable
apparatus that is not suited for the specific jobs, will need to be kept in use. Keeping and using older vehicles could
compromise effective emergency response to the citizens of Bryan.

Considering the FEMA grant offsets the majority of the cost, City staff recommends approving the purchase of the new pickup
at a cost of $102,552.

Options: 
1. Approve the purchase of the new pickup.

2. Do not approve the purchase and settle for a subpar vehicle within the grants budget.

Attachments: 
na
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Councilmembers.


